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Abstract 
         The aerodynamic force coefficients of five linear cascade of existing film cooling 
turbine blades are evaluated numerically. The blade is geometrically identical to the 
first rotor blades of the high pressure (HP) turbine of the F-100-PW-220 military 
turbofan. Cascade turbine blade test rig has been designed, constructed, and calibrated 
to introduce experimental work for the same flow conditions of the numerical solution 
to validate correctness of the numerical results. The numerical simulation shows 
acceptable agreement with experimental.  Also it was found experimentally that both 
lift and drag coefficients are increased slightly with add of film cooling. 

 The local Mach number distributions outside the boundary layer on both blade 
sides of the cascade blade are evaluated numerically and compared with the results of 
well known CFD code (Fine/Turbo) for existing gas turbine rotor stage of identical 
blade. The computational results obtained for both cases show that the Mach number 
distributions trend along both blade sides for rotor stage and cascade are approximately 
the same, and the values of Mach number of rotor stage are higher than that for the 
corresponded cascade. Also it was found that the Mach number distributions on both 
blade sides are reduced in values by the addition of air cooling, and the local Mach 
numbers for the cascade case is reduced in values among the rotor stage for the two 
cases with and without film cooling on both blade sides. 
 
Keywords: gas turbine, cascade, stage, Investigation, Mach number, lift   
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تقييم المعام�ت ا�يروديناميكية لصف ريش مبردة لتوربين غازي ذي درجات 
  حرارة عالية

 الخ�صة
توربيني���ة   م���ن خمس���ة ري���شيتن���اول البح���ث الح���الي اج���راء تق���يم حس���ابي للق���وى ا�يرودينامي���ة لص���ف         

ان الش���كل الھندس���ي للريش���ة يماث���ل ري���ش دوار ت���وربين غ���ازي ذي ض���غط ع���الي للمح���رك . خطي���ة مب���ردة
ان منص���ة الفح���ص لص���ف ري���ش الترب���اين ت���م تص���ميمھا . F-100-PW-220  - الحرب���ي الت���وربيني النف���اث 

ي �ثب���ات وبنائھ���ا وت���دريجھا �ج���راء الجان���ب العمل���ي ل���نفس ظ���روف الجري���ان المس���تخدمة ف���ي الح���ل الحس���اب
كم���ا تب���ين ان . لق���د بين���ت المحاك���ات الحس���ابية تواف���ق مقب���ول م���ع الجان���ب العمل���ي. ص���7حية الح���ل الحس���ابي

  .  اضافة ھواء التبريد الى النموذج يزيد قيم معام7ت الرفع والكبح بشكل طفيف
ش وت���م ك���ذالك ت���م تقي���يم توزي���ع الع���دد الم���اخي خ���ارج الطبق���ة المتاخم���ة عل���ى ج���انبي ري���ش ص���ف ال���ري       

ل���ريش CFD code (Fine/Turbo) مقارنتھ��ا م���ع النت��ائج الحس���ابية المستحص��لة م���ن  البرن���اج  المع��روف
ان النت��ائج الحس��ابية المستحص��لة لح��التي ال��ريش ب��دون . مماثل��ة لمرحل��ة دوار مح��رك ت��وربيني غ��ازي موج��ود

لح��التي ص��ف ال��ريش  تبري��د وبوج��ود التبري��د عل��ى ك��7 ج��انبي ال��ريش بين��ت ان س��لوك توزي��ع الع��دد الم��اخي
ومرحل��ة ال��دوار كان��ت متقارب��ة بش��كل جي��د وان توزي��ع ال��رقم الم��اخي لمرحل��ة ال��دوار ك��ان اعل��ى م��ن توزي��ع 

كم��ا وج��د ان توزي��ع الع��دد الم��اخي عل��ى ج��انبي ال��ريش للح��التين ق��د ق��ل بس��بب . ال��رقم الم��اخي لص��ف ال��رش
ل��ت قيمت��ه مقارن��ة م��ع مرحل��ة ال��دوار وج��ود ھ��واء التبري��د وان ال��رقم الم��اخي الموض��عي لحال��ة ص��ف ال��ريش ق

  .لك7 الحاتين مع وعدم وجود التبريد
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Introduction 
he continuous improvement in 
the performance of air-
breathing propulsion systems 

necessitates a continuous increase in 
the turbine inlet temperatures. This, 
coupled with the demands of reduced 
size of the combustors, has put a 
significant burden on turbine 
technology. Since the inlet 
temperatures of present generation gas 
turbines are much higher than the 
melting temperatures of the available 
alloys used to make the turbine blades, 
cooling of the blades is a critical issue 
in turbine technology. In high 
temperature gas turbines cooling 
systems need to be designed for 
turbine blades, vanes, end walls, and 
other components to meet metal 
temperature limits. The problem 
becomes aggravated by the growing 
trend of using higher turbine inlet 
temperature to generate more power. 
Thus, film cooling is used as a cooling 
mechanism and it works in the form of 
row of holes in the span wise 
directions of the blade, from where 
cold jet is issued into the hot cross 
flow. The film cooling system is 
achieved by allowing the working air 
to form an insulating layer between the 
hot gas stream and the walls of the 
blade. 

The mixing process during the 
penetration of the cold jet into the hot 
gas creates a three-dimensional 
complex flow field. A recent study of 
three dimensional thermal effect of the 
turbine blade film cooling and the 
penetration area of jets issuing at an 
angle into cross mainstream flow is 
reported numerically and 
experimentally by [1]. The film 
cooling on concave and convex 
surfaces create a three-dimensional 

complex flow field. The film cooling 
effectiveness and heat transfer 
coefficient on concave and convex 
surfaces with one row of injection 
holes inclined stream-wise at 35° was 
investigated by [2].    Also the 
aerodynamics effect of coolant flow 
blowing, the mixing losses and the  

 
wake flow generated downstream of 

two dimensional turbine blade 
cascades were  

also investigated experimentally by 
[3] and studied numerically by [4]. 

The gas turbine combustion 
chambers and turbine blades require 
better cooling techniques to cope with 
the increase in operating temperatures 
with each new engine model. 
Transpiration-cooled components 
have proved an effective way to 
achieve high temperature and erosion 
resistance for gas turbines operating in 
aggressive environments as reported 
by [5], in which in this study the 
current gas turbine inlet temperatures 
approaching 2000 °K. 

 Effusion cooling is a relatively 
simple and more reliable than the 
transpiration-cooled components. The 
effusive cooling system of gas turbine 
was studied recently by [6]. The 
studies represent a numerical model 
suitable to design the geometric 
features of effusive cooling systems of 
gas turbine, and to evaluate their 
thermo-fluid-dynamic characteristics.  

From the above selected survey, 
which has so far been discussed, it is 
clear that the literature survey 
voluminous. But there is lack of 
information about the effect a wide 
variety of flow condition, as a matter 
of fact the presence of film cooling, 
specially the aerodynamic forces 
coefficients generates on the blade. At 

T
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the present work numerical modeling 
approach will be performed to estimate 
the blade aerodynamics coefficient and 
flow field characteristics and the effect 
of film coolant injection will be taken 
into account. Numerical simulation 
under turbulent conditions of flow 
through stationary cascade blades 
passage is performed to simulate three-
dimensional complex flow field of 
mixing process of the cold jet and the 
hot gases. A first stage rotor blade of 
cooling blade cavities and film cooling 
orifices will be used to produce the 
cascade blades passage as given by [7]. 
Experimental investigation of identical 
cascade of five linear blades is also 
introduced to validate the accuracy of 
the numerical code. The same values 
of (T�� , T��� , P�� andP��) given by 
[7] are used in the present work to 
predict the cascade blade Mach 
number distribution. The numerical 
results of well known Fine/turbo codes 
are also used to validate the numerical 
approach. 

 
Experimental set-up and 

procedure 
Experimental work was performed 

on open jet type low speed wind tunnel 
designed and manufactured to use at 
the present investigation.  A five blades 
gas turbine cascade, consist of two end 
walls between which the constant 
section blades (rotor blade of first stage 
of high pressure gas turbine of F-100-
PW-220 engine) are placed in the 
wind tunnel open jet. Two adjusting 
blades in the cascade are used to 
simulate the blades passage with 
blowing cooling system. The (210) 
circular holes are used to simulate the 
coolant jet holes in the pressure side of 
blade, while (90) holes were used to 
simulate the coolant jet holes on the 
suction side of the blade, the lateral 
distance between each two 

neighboring holes is 3D. Figure (1) 
shows photos of the jet hole rows 
location on both blade sides and 
internal coolant passage cavitations. 
Table (1) also indicated the jet hole 
rows location as a percentage distance 
from the chord 

    The present experimental rig 
includes the following parts: 

a- Open jet low speed wind 
tunnel as shown in figure (2). 

b- The mass flow rate is 
controlled by changing the test rig inlet 
area by using manual gate throttling 
valve and by changing the fan and the 
fan rotational speed. The suitable 
rotational speed is achieved by variable 
frequency AC controller (0.4-22 KW), 
(200v/400v) type (LS variable 
frequency), which able to vary the 
rotational speed between zero and 
3000 rpm. The cascade assembly is 
shown in figure (3). 

c- Test section consists of five 
blades distributed at equal pitch 
distances to form a linear turbine blade 
cascade. 

d- Coolant injection system, 
compressed air system, discharged the 
air through small holes (forward-lateral 
expanded hole on the blade outer 
walls). 

e- Pressure regulating valve to 
control the pressure of injected air 
from the compressed air tank. 

Each row of holes has different jet 
inclination angle similar to the actual 
blade jet angle of the real turbine. The 
jet angles of each row are also 
tabulated in table (2), the 
dimensionless for the blade 
cascade �d c⁄ � = 14.8 % .  

The Cascade  
       The aerofoil span was fixed as 

20 cm to assure that the flow near the 
central region of the cascade, where 
the flow measurements are made, is 
approximately two-dimensional. The 
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geometric parameters of the cascade 
are listed in table (3). The wall surfaces 
on both blades sides were coated by 
varnish in order to make the blades 
surfaces as smooth as possible. Figure 
(3) show the cascade blade assembly. 
A standard Ogival Pitot-static tube is 
used to measure cascade upstream air 
flow velocity at the middle of the test 
section. Correction was made to the 
Pitot static tube reading according to 
British standard. 

          A devise conical tip head five-
hole pressure probe, the probe has the 
shape of a truncated cone, was used to 
measure the downstream flow, 
velocity vector, and stagnation 
pressure. The devise is a stream lined 
symmetric body that points into the 
flow.  The pressure distribution on the 
surface of the probe depends on the 
angle of incidence of the main flow 
vector relative to the axis of the probe. 
Central pressure tap gives the 
conventional stagnation pressure when 
the flow vector is perpendicular to the 
point on the surface. Nil reading of 
pitch angle pressure taps is related to 
the flow direction. (i.e. flow deflection 
inclination angle (α�)). 

          The Reynolds number (Re) 
based upon the blade cord and the 
mainstream velocity during the 
experimental program was 2.3∗105. 

Referring to Figure (4), in which 
represent one passage of cascade blade 
according to [2]. The flow assumed to 
be incompressible and the flow 
formula is used because the change of 
density is negligible. With using 
cascade notation for velocities and 
angles as given in [8],  

∆p = �
� �v�� − v��� − w!   

or 

     = �
� "#$��%&'�(� −

%&'�(�� − )!                              … (1)       

The axial velocity #$ being 
assumed the same at inlet and out let. 
The axial force per unit length of each 
blade is *∆+ and from consideration 
of momentum changes, the force 
acting along the cascade per unit 
length is given by , = *"#$ × .ℎ&'01 2' #134.2%5        .46+4'1'% &34'0 .&*.&71 , = *"#$� × �%&'�(� −%&'�(��          … (2) 

           The coefficients 89 and 8: 
are based on a vector mean velocity #; defined by the velocity triangles. 
Thus  v; = #$ *1. (;  

Where (; is given by  

     %&' (; = �
� �%&' (� +

%&' (��  
The drag and lift coefficients 

according to [8] are given by the 
following equations  

8: = =>
?@ A B!

C
DEFCD

G =?H>IJK
?H>DJC @                     

                                                      … (3) 
And  

89 = 2 =>
?@ �%&' (� −

%&' (��.4* (; − 8: %&' (;                                                       
                                                    … (4) 
    
Numerical Investigation 
FLUENT Software Package has been used 

in present numerical investigation. Preprocessor 
step is the creation of geometry by using the 
AUTOCAD-2009. The circular jet holes 
creation is done by the path (Operation → 
Geometry → volume → create real cylinder) 
and then rotate and move the hole by the 
dimension and angle given in the table (2), and 
then aligning the geometry by the path 
(Operation → Geometry → volume → unite 
real volumes) and then rotate the geometry by 
45° angle using the path way command 
(Operation → Geometry → Face → move → 
rotate), as shown in Figure (5). 
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The program structure creates the grid by 
using GAMBIT software. T- Grid is used to 
generate a tetrahedron and hexahedron, 
which are existing boundary mesh. The 
computational grid in this case contains 
72426 grid modes. The mesh generation is 
shown in Figure (6). 

At this step boundary conditions must be 
specified. The computational domain, see 
Figure (7), is choosing identical to the 
experimental domain in order to make a fair 
comparison between experimental and 
computational result. 

 At Inlet boundary, the inlet pressure is 
specified. It's suitable for incompressible 
flow calculations and it can be used when 
the inlet pressure is known. Outlet boundary 
conditions required specified static pressure. 
The value of the specified static pressure is 
only used while the flow is subsonic [9]. 
The wall boundary conditions are used to 
bind the fluid and solid regions. The entire 
velocity component is set to zero on all solid 
boundaries (blade surfaces) except at the 
lateral walls (end walls) the shear stress is set 
to zero. Periodic boundary conditions are 
used when the physical geometry of interest 
and the expected pattern of the flow solution 
have a periodically repeating nature. There 
are two types of periodic boundary 
conditions: 

1. Translational periodic boundary. 
2. Rotational periodic boundary.  
The translational periodic boundary 

conditions are used when the pressure drops 
across translational periodic boundaries. The 
Rotational periodic boundary conditions are 
used when no pressure drops across periodic 
planes. The Translational periodic boundary 
and the Rotational periodic boundary are 
types of symmetry boundary condition. 
When applying this boundary condition, it is 
required to set the flux of all variables 
leaving the outlet periodic boundary equal to 
the flux entering the inlet periodic boundary 
on the opposite side [11]. This is achieved 
by equating the values of each variable at the 
nodes just upstream and downstream of the 

inlet plane to the nodal values just upstream 
and downstream of the outlet plane. The 
injection total air temperature and pressure 
are taken constants along the blade span and 
equal to the cooling air temperature. The 
static pressure assumed to be the same at 
holes exist for cold jet and main stream 
flows  The blowing ratio between air jet 
velocity and main flow stream velocity was 
taken constant for all jut holes and equals to 
(2) as recommended by [4]. 
Processor step is the solution by solving 
NAVIER-STOKES equations (continuity 
and momentum equations), and energy 
equation, as well as, the turbulence flow 
model. The computational results were 
examined with using five turbulence models 
available in the computational cod used to 
find the correctness of the CFD code 
prediction. These models are (standard (k-ε), 
RNG (k-ε), realizable (k-ε), standard (k-M) 
and SST (k-M)). Each turbulence model 
was individually reviewed. Postprocessor 
step was done by reviewing the results of the 
computational code.  

The computational code gave 89 
and 8:values by using different 
turbulence models. The RNG (k-ε) 
model performed close values to the 
experimental of 89 and 8: than the 
standard (k-ε) model. The results were 
tabulated in table (5) for both cases 
with and without film cooling. 
Reference [11] found that RNG (k-ε) 
models performed correct pressure 
distributions than the other turbulence 
model, when he predicted the pressure 
distributions on both turbine cascade 
blade surfaces, in The RNG (k-ε) 
model is the modified form derived 
from standard (k-ε) model by using 
statistical technique called 
Renormalization Group theory. It has 
an additional term in the transport 
equation for (ε), which improved the 
accuracy of the model for highly 
strained and swirling flows. Also an 
analytically derived formula for 
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effective viscosity has also been added 
to the RNG (k-ε) model, which 
account for the low (Re) effects on the 
near wall region. This required a 
suitable treatment near wall region. 
According to [12], this model reduces 
the rate production of (k) and 
dissipation (ε) [13]. Also RNG (k-ε) 
model represent the strain dependent 
term in the transport equation for (ε) 
[13]. 

 
Mach number distributions  
The turbine enter and exit conditions 

obtained from flight data [7] of F-16 
fighter aircraft are used as the input 
data for the gas turbine simulation 
program (GSP). This program is a tool 
for gas turbine performance analysis, 
developed at National Aerospace 
Laboratory of the Netherlands (NLR), 
and enables to simulate both steady 
state and transient condition for any 
kind of gas turbine configuration. The 
simulation is based on one 
dimensional modeling of the processes 
in the various gas turbine components 
with thermodynamic relation and 
steady state characteristics 1].  

For the high pressure gas turbine 
engine investigated at the engine 
design point the engine data obtained 
from (GSP) program are given in table 
(6). The design point corresponds to 
military thrust, static thrust with after 
burner at sea level for ISA conditions. 
Mach numbers and velocities u in the 
jets from the cooling holes are taken as 
given by [7]. 

The contours of Mach number 
along the axial direction on the cascade 
blade of identical first stage rotor blade 
with and without film cooling at the 
engine reference point are presented in 
Figures (8) and (9). From these two 
Figures (8 and 9) one can concluded 
that the predicted Mach distributions, 
especially near the leading edge are 

considerably difference in values for 
the two cases, with and without film 
cooling.  

Figure (10) shows that the Mach 
number distribution outside the 
boundary layer on a cascade blade at 
the engine reference point derived 
from Mach number contours 
presented in Figure (8). The Mach 
number distribution outside the 
boundary layer on the first stage rotor 
blades without film cooling at the 
engine reference point as obtained by 
[7] is also presented in Figure (10), in 
which they obtained results from 
aerodynamic calculations of the flow 
conditions in the high pressure turbine 
performed with the FINE/Turbo code 
(Numerical (FINE/Turbo) CFD code 
available at NLR) [14]. This CFD 
model solves the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations, 
complemented with a classical 
algebraic turbulence model (Baldwin-
Lomax).  

Figure (11) shows the same results 
presented in Figure (10), but with the 
presence of film cooling. In both 
predicted cases the mass presented in 
Figures (8 and 9) flow rate and flow 
stagnation pressure and temperature at 
the turbine entry as well as the static 
pressure at the turbine exit are the 
same. 

 For all cases indicated in Figures 
(10) and (11), the Mach number on 
suction side is greater than unity at 
(N .⁄ ≈ 0.75) for both rotor stage and 
the cascade. The Mach number is 
reduced in all cases by the addition of 
cooling air up to the suction peak at 
(N .⁄ = 0.75). 

The local Mach numbers are lower 
for the cascade case among the rotor 
stage one for the two cases with and 
without film cooling on both blade 
sides. Especially near the leading edge 
considerable differences are predicted.  
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As reported by [7] the mass added by 
the film cooling reduces the local flow 
Mach numbers in 

To understand this reduction in the 
Mach number an experimental 
investigation comparing the rotor 
results with rectilinear cascade of 
identical geometry done by [15] may 
be explained these predicted Mach 
numbers differences. For rotor loss 
includes the rotor to stator interaction 
He found the turbine rotor loss higher 
than that of the cascade by 
approximately 50 %. Also he found 
that the loss increase largely 
independent of spacing between rotor 
and stator. In modern turbomachine, as 
for present engine, the spacing 
between the blade rows is typically of 
the order of (1/4 to 1/2) of a blade 
chord. Also the flow in real machine, 
however, is unsteady both as a result of 
the relative motion of the blade wakes 
between the blade rows and potential 
flow influence. The effects of potential 
influence extend upstream and 
downstream and decay exponentially 
with a length scale typically of the 
order of blade chord or pitch [8]. As 
attempts are made to make 
turbomachines more compact, the 
level of unsteadiness is increased, 
therefore the turbine rotor loss 
increases more.  

As seen from the above discussion 
that the turbine rotor loss is higher than 
that of the cascade. As a matter of fact 
the increase of losses reduces the inlet 
stagnation pressure to the rotor. Also at 
subsonic speed the reduction in the 
inlet stagnation pressure will leads to 
reduce the local Mach number. These 
remarkable conclusions explain the 
difference in values between rotor and 
cascade. Also the Mach number 
distributions calculated by [7] were 
made on the complete turbine with 
respect to aerodynamics and on the 

first stage rotor blade. Also 
FINE/Turbo is used by [7] to calculate 
the heat transfer coefficient without 
film cooling and these coefficients are 
used for both cases.  In that case the 
local Mach numbers are slightly 
different compared to the situation 
with film cooling.  

 
Conclusions 
The present numerical simulation 

shows an acceptable agreement with 
experimental results for the same flow 
conditions. The numerical simulation 
of cascade blade with using RNG (k-ε) 
and k-M (SST) turbulence models 
with using film cooling gave the best 89 and 8:values when compared with 
experimental but not absolutely for all 
cases. The difference between the local 
Mach number distribution obtained by 
FLUENT code for the cascade blade 
and FIN/TURBO code for the rotor 
stage for the two cases with and 
without film cooling on both blade 
sides. The Mach number is reduced in 
all cases by the addition of cooling air 
up to the suction peak at (N .⁄ =0.75). CFD methods require very fine 
computational grids to realistically 
capture the flow and near the film 
cooling injection orifices, this leads to 
computation times that are out-of-
balance. 

 
List of symbols 
CCDD        DDrraagg  ccooeeffff iicciieenntt  
CCLL          LLii ff tt  ccooeeffff iicciieenntt  
cc            cchhoorrdd,,  mm  
DD          DDrraagg,,  NN  
DDdd       Duct diameter, m  
dd    Diameter of jet hole, m 
F     Force, N 
k     Turbulent kinetic 

energy, m2/sec2 
M    Mach number 
Pin   Inlet pressure, N/m2 
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Pout Outlet pressure, N/m2 

Re   Reynolds number 
Tin  Inlet temperature, ºK 
TJet  Temperature of jet film 

cooling, ºK 
s      Cascade blade pitch, m 
ν1    Inlet flow velocity, m/sec 
ν2    Outlet flow velocity, m/sec 
νa     Axial velocity, m/sec 
νm    Mean velocity, m/sec 
w    Velocity in z-direction, 

m/sec 
Stagnation pressure 

difference, n/m2 
x, y, and z Cartesian coordinate 

axis, STUV Angle of inclination of jet 
injection, degree (�, (�, and  Inlet, and outlet 
flow angles respectively, degree (; Mean deflection angle, 
degree W  Dissipation rate of turbulent 
kinetic energy, m2/sec3 
ρ Air density, kg/m3 
ω Specific dissipation rate, 

1/sec ∆X Pressure difference, N/m2 
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Table (1) Jet holes location as a percentage distance of the chord 
 

Row =x
c@   % =y

c@   % [D]c ^   % 

Row 1 5.55 7.4 8.89 
Row 2 17.55 19.62 8.89 
Row 3 37.04 25.92 8.89 
Row 4 57.4 15.18 8.89 
Row 5 74 14.81 4.44 

 
Table (2) location of the jet holes and its inclination angle 

 

hole =x
c@   % =y

c@   % θ��� [°] 
a 14.17 30 90 
b 2.48 15.54 100 
c -1.01 1.03 220 
d 1.7 -0.68 245 
e 5.33 0.074 260 
f 10.36 3.3 320 
g 22.5 11.65 300 
h 37.43 16.16 285 
i 55.7 15.2 260 
j 74.6 9.88 300 

 
Table (3) Cascade Geometry 

 
 
5 

 Number of blades 

13.5 [cm] Chord 

12.5 [cm] Axial chord 

25 [°] Blade stagger angle 

12.5 [cm] Pitch 

20 [cm] Span 

20 [°] Inlet flow angle 

18 [°] Blade inlet angle 

0.925  Solidity 
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Table (4) experimental lift and drag coefficients of (with and without film cooling). 
 
 

 Re 
 

Without film cooling With film cooling 

Cc Cd 
CcCd Cc Cd 

CcCd 

2.3 × 10f 
3.95
3 

1.922
7 

2.056 3.805 
2.04
4 

1.8615 

Table (5) Predicted lift and drag coefficients for both cases 
 (with and without jet injection) 

 

Turbulence 
model 

 Re 
 

Without jet injection With jet injection 

Cc Cd 
CcCd Cc Cd 

CcCd 

(k-ε) 
(standard) 2.3 × 10f 

3.770
3 

2.100
5 

1.7949 
3.768
5 

2.1118 
1.784
5 

(k-ε) (RNG) 2.3 × 10f 
3.796
2 

2.074
7 

1.7951 
3.789
2 

2.07152 
1.791
4 

(k-
ε)(realizable) 2.3 × 10f 

3.770
4 

2.091
8 

1.8024 
3.767
2 

2.0984 
1.795
2 

(k-ω) 
(standard) 2.3 × 10f 

3.772
9 

2.081
2 

1.8128 
3.763
1 

2.0805 
1.808
7 

(k-ω) (SST) 2.3 × 10f 
3.793
3 

2.098
1 

1.8079 
3.789
4 

2.0992 
1.805
1 

 
         Table (6) Gas turbine Simulation Program (GSP) results 
 

 
 

HP turbine 
entry 

HP turbine 
exit 

 

Total pressure 21.369 5.5643 bar 
Static 
pressure 

21.15 5.414 bar 

Temperature 1509 993 K 

Shaft speed 12910 
rp
m 
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(a) Blade suction side jet hole rows 

  
(b) Blade pressure side jet hole rows 

 
Figure (1) Blade jet holes rows on both suction and pressure sides 
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Figure (2) Open jet type low speed wind tunnel 
 

 
 

Figure (3) Cascade assembly 
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           Figure (4) applied and effective forces acting on cascade [8] 

 

 
Figure (5) Circular holes drawing 
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Figure (6) Mesh Generation 

 

 
Figure (7) Computational domain 
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Figure (8) Mach number contours in cascade blade without film cooling at 

engine reference conditions 
 

 
Figure (9) Mach number contours in cascade blade with film cooling at engine 

reference conditions 
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Figure (10) Predicted Mach number distribution on bothe blade side for 

cacade and rotor stage using FLUENT and FINE/TURBO codes recipectively, 
with out film cooling 

 
Figure (11) Predicted Mach number distribution on bothe blade side for cacade and 
rotor stage using FLUENT and FINE/TURBO codes recipectively, with film cooling 

 
 
 


